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Behind the ear-drum are bits of living machinery, which do most of the work of "hearing" for us. On the left-hand.
side are three delicate bones, all three of them not weighing more than one-hundredth as much as a sixpence. The
"hammer" bone receives pulsations from the ear-drum, and sets the "anvil" vibrating, which in turn passes on the
motion by a lever action to the stirrup-bone. The foot of the stirrup-bone fits into an opening in the inmost ear or" piano,"
as you can see at the upper edge of the right-hand picture. The vibrations set up in the stirrup are carried, as-shown by
the arrows, through a delicate fluid over the " sounding strings , of that snail-shell coil, which is called the " labyrinth."
These strings or nerve-ends ia turn transmit the messages to the brain.

thence into a cavity in the skull bone called
the " mastoid," setting up inflammation and
injuring the middle ear, if not worse. Hence the
Eustachian tube is to be guarded in every way.
If you k eep the mouth and nose closed·and go
through the motions of blowing gently from the
lungs, you can feel air go into the middle ear
through the Eustachian tube. If you swallow,
afterwards, you can feel the extra air go out
•
again.
There is a chain of very small bones hanging
in the space of the middle ear. One end of the
chain rests against the drum-head. There are
three bones, and in all they weigh only about
one-hundredth as much as a sixpence. When
the drum-head is struck by sound waves, it
vibrates and sets these extremely light bones
into sjmHar vibration. The ear bones have
interesting names. On account of fancied
resemblances to those jmplements, they are
called the " hammer," "anvil," and "stirrup."
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The Membrane Called the ''Oval Window''

Now we come to the most difficult part of the
ear to understand, the inner ear. There is first
to be considered the so-called " bony labyrinth,"
which is a group of tiny connected chambers
and passages in the temporal bone. These are
filled with a liquid called " perilymph." In two
places these chambers, and consequently the
perilymph, are separated from the mjddle ear
only by small thin membranes. ·One of these
is called the "oval window," and the jnner end
of the chain of bones fits in there. So you see
when the bones vibrate they cause the liquid in
the inner ear to vibrate also.
The next thing to consider is the " membranous labyrinth." This consists of tbjnwalled flexible tubes and peculiar enlargements
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suspended in the bony labyrinth and surrounded
by the ·perilymph. These tubes are filled with
liquid called "endolymph." Now, at certain
places on these membranes the n erve-fibres or
tiny individual strands of the auditory nerve
have their endings, which seem to be essentially
very delicate hairs suspended in the endolymph.
When the endolymph vibrates these hair cells
are stimulated, nerve currents or impulses are
aroused in the nerve-fibres and travel back to
the brain, and arouse or stimulate the part
devoted to h earing ; and at that moment we say
we h ear the sound.
How the Nerve Currents are Aroused

We have to note that the vibrations of the air,
or physical sound, do not reach the brain at all.
It is the nerve currents or impulses that stimulate the brain. The nerve currents are aroused
by the vibrating liquid ; this is set going by the
chain of bones, and these by the sound waves.
But every stage in the process up to the point
of sthnulating the n erve endings corresponds in
respect to time, intensity, and number of vibrations with the original sound.
·
How then can we hear so many different
tones 1 It is believed that the inner ear is so
constituted that each pitch of a tone stimulates
only one n erve-fibre. For example, if you should
strike middle C on the :piano, one fibre would
take the message to the brain and arouse the
sensation of middle C. If you strike another
string, another fibre records the sound.
In addition to the "cochlea " (which is the
name of that part of ·the inner ear by which
sounds are recognized), there are the "semicircular canals'' and related parts. These also
have sensory nerve-fibres ending on them.
However, they have nothing to do with_hearing.
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